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Abstract—Virtual Reality (VR) can mediate remote
collaborative learning and can support pedagogical processes like
paragogy. Within education, methods such as spaced repetition
and memory palaces exist to support the cognitive process of
remembering. We identify an opportunity to enhance learner-led
collaborative paragogy involving these methods through
immersive VR experiences. We present CloVR, a VR-mediated
collaboration-based system that supports the memory palace and
spaced repetition techniques. As an exploratory study, we aim to
identify the applicability, viability and user perception for such a
system combining these two techniques in VR. CloVR is a novel
implementation which provides a location-driven metaphor to
populate and present multiple resources related to a topic for peerled exploration. We discuss the design and provide a prototype
implementation of CloVR. We conducted two studies, a targeted
expert user review and a broader proof of concept survey. The
results of the studies show interesting outcomes, with the system
described as 'engaging', 'useful' and 'fun'. Our findings provide
insights to the potential of using Virtual Reality Learning
Environments (VRLE) geared towards collaborative learner-led
activities.

[2]. The pandemic has disrupted education and fast-tracked the
adoption of remote learning. Learning management systems
deployed by schools and universities facilitate asynchronous
learning, allowing learners to access information at their
convenience. However, the increased reliance on these systems
during remote teaching has unexpected implications, like
reduced peer interaction. From a pedagogical perspective, this
face-to-face interaction is central to learning [3] and needs to be
facilitated beyond chats and forums as they have a low uptake
[4]. For equitable access, educators need to provide the students
with a system designed specifically for the purpose of peerlearning.

Index terms—Virtual Reality, Education, Method of Loci,
Memory Palace, Spaced Repetition

In this paper, we present CloVR – a collaborative learning
environment in Virtual Reality. The aim of CloVR is to facilitate
collaborative paragogy mediated through VR. CloVR provides
an adaptive set of tools for students to customize their learning
experience to suit their educational needs. CloVR focuses on
self-directed student learning experiences and collaboration
between peers, alleviating concerns of reduced face-to-face
interaction. We discuss the design of CloVR which implements
two learning techniques (mind-palace and spaced repetition)
which are augmented with VR-based peer-learning features. We

I. INTRODUCTION
Technology-mediated pedagogy is an actively growing area.
The COVID-19 pandemic has put the role of technology at the
forefront of education and policy-makers have realized the need
for seamlessly integrating technological systems to organically
transform education [1]. Efficient communication and access to
information at a pace determined by the learner are two roles of
technology that facilitates a learner-centric pedagogical model

Virtual reality (VR) devices can play a pivotal role in
transforming teaching and learning through immersion,
telepresence and novelty [5]. VR has been explored for
collaborative [6] and online pedagogy [7]. However, designers
of VR-based solutions need to design solutions that are equal in
opportunity of access. They should not aggravate the widening
gap in skills between lower-income students and their higherincome counterparts.
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analyse the usage of the system through two studies to
understand the perception of the end-users towards the
application.
II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
A. Collaborative Learning and Paragogy
Paragogy describes peer-to-peer learning where students
provide a supportive structure for each other to learn and grow
[8]. It is a heutagogical method of learning that builds on the
idea that the learner is the initiator and main agent of acquiring
knowledge [9]. This places paragogy in an ideal position when
considering remote and independent learning activities.
Researchers have explored paragogy through tutor-led activities,
Learning Management Systems (LMS) [10] and mediated
through VR [6]. In such systems, the tutor establishes the
thematic organization of learning content and identifies the
activities which require students to engage in paragogy.
Collaboration has been studied extensively for its benefits of
improving cognitive abilities, skill attainment and the transfer of
knowledge to peers in education [11]. Plass et al. [12]
demonstrated that collaborative learning games promote
situational interest and a desire to repeat learning exercises.
Collaboration in peer learning enables peer feedback in absence
of teacher participation [13] and enhances students’ exposure to
unexplored strategies, solutions and points of view [14]. There
is evidence to suggest that technology which mediates
connections between peers [15], through collaborative virtual
learning environments, allows students to connect and share
information in ways that are not possible in real life [16].
Experience with LMS suggests that the structuring of
learning content and activities is driven by the tutor or
institution, with student-focused elements such as interaction
and discussion being under utilsed [17]. Unlike students, they
are well equipped to create scaffolding based on pedagogical
principles. However, paragogy can manifest beyond peers
simply contributing to an overall product (e.g., a presentation or
other educational artifact). Paragogical activities, which occur
outside of the planned learning, occur during periods of selfstudy. While the learners may be highly motivated, they lack the
tools and understanding to suitably scaffold their learning
activity within a self-study (or group-based study) session. The
positioning of CloVR is within this gap where paragogy occurs
outside of activities planned by the tutor, and instead is a
student-initiated activity which builds towards another activity
(e.g., study preparations for exams). Such a tool can scaffold the
learning activity through well-understood pedagogical
approaches leaving the learner unencumbered to focus on the
actual learning.
B. Learning Activities
Blooms taxonomy [18] describes six key elements of
learning: remembering, understanding, applying, analysing,
evaluating and creating. Each scaffolds the next and enables
deeper learning within the cognitive domain. A student must
attain proficiency in the lower order before advancing to the
next. Memory palaces and spaced repetition are two wellstudied examples of learning activities that students use for
remembering. These two activities complement one another and

can be included in the review and reflect element crucial to
contemporary active learning [19].
1) Mind Palaces
The concept of a mind palace is a technique for memory
recall [20]. Literature uses the terms “mind palace” and
“memory palace” interchangeably. In this paper, we use another
common term, “method of loci”, to include both ‘mind-palace’
and ‘memory palace’. It is a spatial mnemonic technique where
information is associated with various aspects of an imagined
environment. The environment can be hosted by immersive
technologies as a 3D environment [21]. Memory palaces in VR
enhance productivity through superior memory recall [22].
Pedagogical efficacy differs based on the visual implementation
and immersion. Memory palaces in VR show performance is
increased versus traditional desktop alternatives [21]. Reggente
et al. [23] showed spatially mediated spaces are effective in
supporting memory palace techniques. This motivates our
choice of selecting the memory palace technique for integration
into CloVR’s active learning space to assist the cognitive
processes of students. The mind-palace technique follows a set
of steps. The first places the user in a familiar environment, e.g.,
the user’s home. Next the user recollects and visualizes a piece
of information that needs to be remembered. The user then
“places” the visualized form of the information within their
environment. This is repeated for each piece of information to
be stored and each is positioned at a different location. To
retrieve the information, the user retraces their path, observing
and interacting with the pieces of information in their locations.
This conceptualization of the mind-palace experience is
grounded in enactive thinking [24] and provides the basis for our
interpretation that a memory palace consists of a location,
visualizations, and a journey. The location sets the context of the
virtual journey and the visualizations are pieces of information
the participant wants to remember or recall. The journey is a way
of serializing this information, aiding its mnemonic recall. The
journey is created and controlled by the user while technology
mediates the location and visualization aspects. Studies suggest
the memory palace approach should utilize familiar
environments [25], [26], but evidence to the contrary [27]
suggests it is recognizability instead of familiarity that matters.
CloVR grounds the use of virtual mind-palaces as a learning tool
and furthers the exploration in creating shared experiences. Such
experiences set in a common mind-palace, involving shared
conversations around visualizations are underexplored in a
paragogical context.
2) Spaced Repetition
Spaced repetition is a repetitive technique used to train the
brain to retain knowledge for long term memory [28]. Using
spaced repetition, e.g. flashcards, in active learning strategies
strengthens the “review and reflect” elements of active learning.
This heuristic technique strengthens long term memory and
reduces memory decay [29]. It also increases efficacy of
learning compared to mass learning [30] and boosts learner
confidence [31]. The focus of research in spaced repetition is the
identification of timing protocols and algorithms to identify the
optimal times [32] when repetition is to be carried out.
Technology is ideally placed to mediate the use of spaced
repetition without manual actions from a teacher/lecturer.

Spaced repetition is beneficial under collaborative conditions
[33]. Spaced repetition follows a set of steps. The first is the
identification of the content in need of repetition. In its simplest
form, the content can take the form of single words or wordpairs. This can be expanded to cover relevant details associated
with the initial content. The expansion of details can continue
until the whole topic is covered. The second is to aggregate the
content into groups with common elements, like complexity or
relevance. At each repetition iteration, the cards can be
reorganized based on difficulty or errors in recalled content
using an algorithm [34]. As a system, the key components are
widgets representing the information to be repeated, a storage or
organization system and the interactive actions to reorganize the
widgets as required.
3) Virtual Reality in Education
Technology-enhanced education focuses on scaffolding
student’s engagement in the subject through attention and
immersion [35], [36]. VR enhances attention [37], increases
motivation [38] and inspires self-directed discovery [39]
through different interactive applications like virtual proxies of
learning locations [40] and learning tools [41]. For a practical
approach to pedagogy in VR, media and resources play an
important part in the learning process of the users.
Considerations need to be made when designing interactive
elements catered for the practice of teaching. This includes
deploying reusable elements in teaching and passing on material
for other didactic purposes [42].
A key strength of VR assisted learning experiences is the
detailed visualization of objects [5], [43]. Visualization creates
variety of stimulation which in turn increases memorability of
experiences [44]. Systems like iScape [45] visualize the
semantic relationship within learning content. In VR, text can be
replaced or augmented by videos or 3D objects that learners can
watch, hear and interact with. Visualization, audio and
interactivity lends itself well to the different learning styles
described within the VARK learning styles model [46]. Suitable
design ensures learners have a multi-modal approach to learning
styles. CloVR derives further guidance on presentation style of
learning artefacts from the associated learning paradigm defined
by Kolb [47] which classifies learning styles within a twodimensional learning space, delineated by ‘Abstract
Conceptualization - Concrete Experience’ and ‘Active
Experimentation - Reflective Observation’.
III. DESIGN
The design of CloVR is grounded in concepts that are wellunderstood from a pedagogical perspective. It is also informed
by personal learning experiences such as participation in selfdirected group study activities. The pandemic-driven change to
learning processes, especially isolation and social distancing of
learners motivated us to design a system which could bring users
together in the same environment in which they can learn by
sharing resources and interacting as if they did not have the
limitations of an online learning platform.
A. Choice of VR over AR
During design discussions, the alternative of augmented
reality (AR) was also considered. AR and VR are considered
closely related technologies on Milgram’s continuum [48] and

the pedagogical advantages of either technologies are
comparable. Initially, the idea of an AR mind-palace was
extremely attractive where the learner could transform their own
room into a mind-palace. However, from an equality of access
perspective, we want CloVR to be accessible from a wide range
of devices including laptops, desktop PCs and mobile devices
and not constrained to specialized or expensive hardware. AR
could also lead to information clutter, privacy concerns and
overt technological focus on registering and mapping the room’s
easily mutable arrangement to learning content. However,
Legge et al. [27] suggest that the mind-palace doesn’t need to be
a familiar place. In a collaborative context, the mind-palace can
be anything which is common to the learner group and
established in a neutral setting. This further strengthened our
decision to choose VR as our enabling technology which could
be deployed as both desktop and immersive VR.
B. Learning Resources vs Interactive Objects
The main objective of CloVR is to present learning resources
in a collaborative environment. These learning objects (eLRs)
are derived from existing material which can be text-based
resources (cards, text snippets, annotations, notes), image-based
(diagrams, sketches, scans), audio/video resources and finally
interactive 3D models. These eLRs are commonly curated
within an LMS which typically contains a multitude of
individual tools, which could include CloVR. For CloVR, the
upload and curation of the eLRs is managed by the learner
instead of the tutor. The learner is free to organize the eLRs in a
manner that suits them best for future access and consumption
within the CloVR environment. The CloVR environment is also
populated with artefacts unrelated (in a pedagogical context) to
the content but helps facilitate the creation and interaction with
the mind-palace. Artefacts tagged with eLRs are intentionally
animated to distinguish them from non-interactive artefacts of
the mind-palace. CloVR allows users to use predefined artefacts
or populate their own objects which are either more familiar with
the user or stand out in the environment. Customization of the
artefact tagged with eLRs is desirable to increase memorability
but not central to the experience.
C. Virtual Mind Palace
VR to create a virtualized representation of a mind palace
has been explored before. For single-user virtual mind palaces
Yang et al [49] studied retrieving knowledge from scholarly
articles using a virtual mind palace. Vindenes et al.’s [50]
showed that desktop VR has comparable (if not slightly better)
performance than immersive VR, in contrast to findings of
Krokos et al. [22]. A key difference between CloVR and these
prior examples is the use of the virtual memory palace in a
paragogical context. The learner can invite a peer and CloVR
mediates the conversation and interaction with the peer.
1) Virtual mind palace workflow
A virtual memory palace needs to support a location, a
visualization, and a journey. The location can be a popular realworld site or based on a visually memorable rendering of a
locale. The learner can select a spot or artefact within the
environment for depositing one or more related eLRs. The
learner is reminded of the tagged artefacts through animation
which sets the artefact apart from other untagged artefacts.
When the learner wishes to access the eLR, the system populates

the eLR content into the environment. For example, annotations,
text, images or videos can appear as floating planes, while 3D
models appear within the environment. The journey is defined
as a series of navigation steps within the environment, retracing
a path undertaken by the learner to step through different pieces
of information in a serialized order. When engaging in peerbased collaborative recall, the learners can decide to take
alternative paths based on the retrieval and recall of the subject
as a group.
2) Interactivity and Communication
The learner or their peer(s) interact with tagged artefacts
located across the virtual environment. Navigation and its
control should not compete for the attention of the users and
should only facilitate movement between artefacts. This can be
achieved through teleportation and guided rails that minimize
the cognitive load of providing precision input to perform
locomotion within the mind palace. Additional interactions are
needed to trigger tagged artefacts and control the play-through
of the visualized eLRs. Similar inputs are required to ‘store’ or
deactivate a visualized eLR once the learner is done with the
resource. Since the system expects one or more concurrent users,
there needs to be two-way audio communication between the
learners. Any modification or results of interaction within the
environment is visible to all learners within the viewing area..
D. Spaced Repetition within 3D space and time
The mind palace offers an interesting approach to the
implementation of spaced repetition. First the learner can
organize eLRs with each representing a point in time. This
concept emerged from the discussion that a single lecture
usually covers aspects of single topic. To revise such a topic, all
related content is hosted within the same “room” within a mindpalace. CloVR then keeps track of the actual content which has
been repeated and provides cues to access more difficult or less
repeated content. As the learner completes spaced repetition
sessions, more frequently accessed content floats towards the
ceiling while more difficult content stays firmly positioned over
the floor. Two predefined rooms are provided – a bedroom and
a sparse warehouse in which the eLRs are grouped into
appropriate cubes or boxes. The metaphor of the cubes is
associated with the lecture event during which the stored eLRs
were covered. The ‘age since last access’ or associated difficulty
in recall of the eLRs is conveyed through color-based cues
displayed on the cube walls. To improve the individual
outcomes for learners, the system needs to customize the
indications differently for group-learning sessions than for
individual sessions. In either implementation, an algorithm like
Leitner’s [34] can help keep track of the repetition schedule.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
We developed a prototype to showcase the capabilities of
CloVR. As we were also concerned with the equality in
opportunity of access, we needed a platform-independent
solution capable of running on a wide range of devices and
without high-end requirements. We chose WebXR and AFrame to develop our prototype.
A. Interactivity and Workflow
A-Frame provides off-the-shelf implementations for various
common input modalities (e.g., touch, mouse and gaze). It

Fig. 1. CloVR Implementation: (top left): Two peers exploring a topic in
a room-style mind-palace and (top righty): outside; (bottom-left): Spaced
repetition schedule reminders; (bottom-right): Waypoint navigation.

supports specialized inputs through plugin components (e.g.,
Quest controllers). To support low-end cardboard-style VR
headsets, we enabled dwell-based gaze-interaction techniques.
The gaze-input allowed learners to trigger open/close and
start/stop functions of associated eLRs. Since CloVR is expected
to host content of entire modules (i.e., courses), we enabled
navigation waypoints (Fig. 1 bottom-right) as a metaphor for
menu-based selection of topics and particular day/week. Tagged
artefacts were presented as interactive objects with animation
cues (Fig. 1 top left, top right) This allows the user to
differentiate between interactive and non-interactive objects.
B. Single Learner Experience
As a mind-palace, CloVR can be used by a single learner any
time. A learner can customize or select the environment
(location) and tag eLRs to artefacts (visualization). A learner
populates the eLRs at their own pace, creating their own
personal journey through the mind-palace. The learner decides
their own journey through the location, depositing the eLRs in a
way that suits them best. This contrasts with existing LMS
which follow a standardized structure of displaying the eLRs for
all learners and even across entire degree programs. CloVR does
not host the actual eLRs, rather only providing linked
placeholders. The eLRs are provided online [51], integrated
within an existing LMS. For the sake of prototyping, the
integration with an existing LMS was replaced with static hosted
links. The spaced repetition schedule helps users keep track of
how often the users need to come back to the topics for them to
register this knowledge into their long-term memory. In its
single-learner form, CloVR is comparable to previous mindpalace implementations.
C. Peer Learning Experience
CloVR facilitates peer-learning activities as its key feature.
The experience begins with a pre-populated virtual mind-palace
curated and organized by one of the learners. The learner invites
a peer (i.e., ‘step into my mind-palace’) into CloVR’s specific
instance of that learner’s mind-palace. The environment

becomes a synchronized shared environment accessed through
the web. The learners are represented as low-fidelity
anthropomorphic avatars (Fig. 1 top left, top right). The avatar
fidelity is prototyping pragmatism and future versions can
trivially support high-fidelity avatars. The “host” learner can
interact with one or more peers. We assume a maximum of five
peers, i.e., the nominal size of a private study group. The “host”
learner takes the peers through the host’s own journey within the
mind-palace, interacting with the artefacts associated with the
topic of discussion. The collocation within the virtual mindpalace enables the learners to discuss shared topics with a better
sense of context and utilizing the full range of eLRs including
3D models, voice recordings and images. As a future feature, we
envision that the invited peers can either duplicate the host
journey or record their own to carry back to their own instances
of CloVR’s mind-palace. With the current prototype, the invited
peers would have to manually create their own journey once
they return to their own virtual mind-palace.
V. EVALUATION
The motivating factor behind the creation of CloVR is also
the reason why controlled in-lab studies could not be carried out.
Due to COVID-19 lock-down restrictions, we opted for a mixed
model of analysis. We conducted an expert user review [52] and
an online survey adapted from a standard UES (User Experience
Survey) [53] to obtain feedback on the user experience and
perception of using CloVR. The studies were conducted
following the standard ethics approval process from Lancaster
University FST Research Ethics Committee. Both studies
started with a consent form and all responses were anonymized.
A. Expert User Review
We see CloVR as a system utilized in conjunction with LMS
of higher education institutions (HEs). The end-users are HE
students, engaging in learning activities, and as such have
extensive experience with group study activities. We use these
‘domain experts’ as subjects for our study similar to previous
studies [52].
1) Participants
The purpose of the expert user review was to assess the
suitability of CloVR for our target audience of higher education
students. The expert ‘reviewer’, and therefore the target
population for the survey, were individuals over the age of 18,
currently engaged in higher education. Participants were asked
to confirm their age and self-certify their educational status. We
recruited seven participants for this part of the study. Six
participants were aged 18 − 24 (the seventh participant being 25
− 34). Participants were recruited online.
2) Procedure
Participants were accompanied virtually by an experimenter
within CloVR. This allowed us to replicate the experience of
collaboration. To reduce experimenter bias, the experimenter
followed the same pre-set structure of interactions for each
iteration. Participants were asked to complete CloVR’s tutorial
to familiarize themselves with the system. After, participants
were asked to interact in the CloVR world. Finally, the
participant was asked reflective questions about the system. If
the participant was using headset/binocular VR for exploring the
CloVR environment at any point during the survey then they

TABLE I.

LIKERT SCORES FOR EACH FEATURE.

Feature
Virtual Memory Palace

Score
2.3

Spaced Repetition revision prompts

4.0

Customisability of the virtual space
Replaying time spent in the space

3.7
4.7

Synced viewing

4.6

Hosting other users and visiting other’s environments

4.1

Full immersion

3.6

were required to fill in a motion sickness questionnaire [54]. Due
to the variable time taken for the participant to interact with
CloVR, each review took a minimum of 25 minutes.
3) Results and Analysis
The expert user review contained demographic questions to
determine age, their experience with VR, memory palaces and
spaced repetition. All participants responded that ‘Most’ or ‘All’
of their current studies are carried out online and five out of
seven stating they were ‘Somewhat satisfied’ with their current
online learning experience. One participant answered ‘All’ to
‘Before the pandemic, how much of your studies were carried
out remotely/online’. Four out of seven the participants had used
VR before. When the participants were asked to provide
feedback on the experience, the overall sense was that the
program was user-friendly. ‘I was able to navigate my way
through easily’ and ‘the instructions were clear so I was able to
move around even though I had never done anything like this
before’.
Six out of the seven participants responded they would be
interested (to different extents) in the final product. Some of the
ideas on how they would use CloVR were: ‘Customizable and
interactive revision materials’, ‘Having all revision materials in
one place (including other’s resources)’ This suggests that for
most participants, CloVR could be a program that they could use
in future revision. One participant mentioned that they were ‘not
sure what type of a problem [they] could solve with it’.
Finally, we asked the participants to rank the system features
in order of importance/relevance to their studies (1 being most
important, 7 being least important). The features in question
were virtual memory palace, spaced repetition revision prompts,
customizability of the virtual space, replaying time spent in the
space, synced viewing, hosting other users in your environment
and full immersion. Virtual Memory Palace ranked the highest
and no feature ranked 5 or below. The results are tabulated in
Table 1.
B. Proof of Concept Survey
Due to lockdown restrictions and difficulty in scheduling
participants who had to be paired with an experimenter, the
second study was planned as an online-only survey. The
interactive demo and exploration of CloVR was replaced with a
video that demonstrated the proof of concept and visualized all
the elements mentioned in the survey.
1) Participants

The target population for the survey was individuals over the
age of 18 currently engaged in higher education. Our
distribution methods followed a convenience sampling method
in which a link to a Qualtrics survey was shared on social media.
Although convenience sampling does not allow for our results
to be generalized to a wider population, we were able to utilize
snowball sample distribution to recruit those further detached
from the initial convenience sample.
Of the 33 individuals that begun our survey 26 were in our
target population and these 26 participants completed the survey
in full. The age-distribution of the participants was: 18 – 24:
68%, 25 – 34: 9%. One participant was between the ages of 45
and 54. All but one of the participants were students in a higher
education setting, with one participant identifying as a teacher.
When asked about their current studies, all the participants
identified that ‘some’ ‘most’ or ‘all’ of their studies were
currently online with one participant having more than ‘some’
face to face learning. Sixty five percent of our sample were
satisfied to some extent with their current online learning. Prior
to the pandemic, two participants in this survey carried out their
learning entirely online with no face-to-face element, suggesting
that they may be participating in an education designed for the
purpose of remote/distance learning. This provides another
perspective to the remaining participants who have been more
displaced by the pandemic, with fifty percent of the sample
revealing that ‘none’ of their previous learning took place
online.
2) Procedure and Questionnaire
The questionnaire followed a similar structure to that of the
expert review but with the removal of the interaction sections
and the motion sickness questionnaire. The participants saw a
short video that demonstrated interaction within CloVR and
included a voiceover description of what was happening at each
point in the video. To prevent click-through participation, the
starting survey questions required the participants to enter a code
which was only displayed in the video.
3) Results
Although all participants responded that they engage in
collaboration for studying/revision, ‘Hosting others in the
environment’ was ranked, on average, only the 5th most
important feature of the revision space. This could be caused by
two main factors: the demonstration video serving as an
ineffective placeholder to physical interaction with a product
and therefore misrepresenting collaboration in the space.
Alternatively, CloVR’s collaboration features need more
refinement to allow users to collaborate in a way that is
important to them.
When asked ‘does this end product sound like something
you would be interested in using’, sixty nine percent responded
positively, nineteen percent were undecided and twelve percent
chose ‘probably not’. No participants chose the option
‘definitely not’.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Implications
For the users’ opinion about the system, the open-ended
responses included positive comments. These were centred on

CloVR being ‘engaging’, ‘useful’ and ‘fun’. Users could
visualize the potential in having all their revision materials in the
same place. One participant, who identified themselves as a
trainee teacher, described potential future applications in the
software, ‘This could also be quite a valuable interactive
learning tool for school children […] For instance, you could
recreate the Titanic as a Virtual Memory Palace and assign
information bubbles to specific objects, e.g. lifeboats, boilers,
hull/stern/bow, etc.’ Even users who were unsure of how it
would personally fit into their studies, offered positive
responses. One user responded that ‘if there was a way to use it
for essay writing or structuring then definitely!’. This provides
insights that variation in learning styles can affect uptake of
specific solutions. Another interpretation is that given enough
fidelity and flexibility, a system like CloVR could be repurposed
for other pedagogical activities.
Three users from the online survey referenced motion
sickness/VR induced headaches. Although none of the users had
used a VR headset to view the video (let alone used CloVR), it
was apparent that users associate discomfort with the use of VR.
These responses, alongside ’Immersion’ ranking as the least
important feature, indicate certain pre-conceived notions about
VR. This bolsters our decision to make CloVR usable with or
without a VR headset.
Closer examination of the participants responses for those
who responded that they ‘probably (did) not’ see themselves
using the system (twelve percent) revealed differing reasons.
This included lack of interest in the featured techniques or
concerns over the distraction potential of the software and that
they struggled to ‘think visually’. Other users praised the
software for helping with the users’ learning style.
We looked at the answers to the question ‘list top three
learning/revision methods that they find most useful’ through the
pedagogical lens of VARK. 80 percent of respondents answered
‘watching videos/lecture recordings’, with the remaining twenty
percent all including ‘watching demonstrations/tutorials’ in
their top three. According to VARK, this would indicate that
visual learning is a preference to these respondents. CloVR
facilitates all components of VARK, allowing students to watch
videos, demonstrations (Visual), listen to recordings (Aural),
read and write, revision resources (Read/write) and moving
around the space, interacting with models (Kinesthetic). The
effectiveness of learning style is not considered which is in line
with Fleming et al.'s [46] observation that preference of style
doesn't imply effectiveness.
B. Limitations
Both studies involved a non-probabilistic convenience
sample with a simple distribution method of self-selected
recruitment and no cost. Convenience sampling means they may
all be a similar type of student and it would be interesting to do
further research into differing perceptions of the system
depending on degree area. We further lacked the opportunity to
ask follow-up questions. We also collected all of this data from
each questionnaire undertaken with no researcher present and so
our responses may suffer from recall bias [55]. Although we
recognize the limitations of this research, we emphasize that it
acts as a pilot study, to inform future evaluation methods.
Unfortunately, due to the physical restrictions in place due to

COVID-19 we were unable to run tests on participants using
headset VR and future research would no doubt investigate the
consequences of using this hardware.

[5]

From a system perspective, the prototype requires further
refinement. For e.g., due to open issues with the component
system, especially Networked AFrame, voice chat was not
reliable. The prototype has limited configurability for users
when tagging additional eLRs to virtual artefacts. For the study,
the prototype used pre-tagged virtual artefacts and are already
allocated a specific timeline during development.

[6]

C. Paragogy and Remote Collaboration
Compared to existing VRLEs which are designed as tutorled LMS or designed with a single application or single user
implementation, CloVR occupies a sparsely populated gap of
VRLEs designed for learner-led paragogy. CloVR provides a
flexible approach to the curation of eLRs as desired by the
learner. It also implements two learning techniques, virtual
memory palace and spaced repetition. Unlike previous
implementations of virtual memory palaces, CloVR also takes
into consideration, group-recall and reflection activities, thus
enabling paragogy. CloVR also takes advantage of the fourth
dimension to learning – time. It provides the users to scan back
and forward in time, taking advantage of spaced repetition
activities scaffolded in a virtual mind-palace and carried out in
groups. Using WebXR, CloVR can be deployed on virtually any
modern-day user device and operated without using expensive
and specialized hardware. It ensures equitable ease of access for
remote learners to come together and provides the scaffolding
required for collaborative learning to occur.

[8]

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present CloVR, a VR-based learning
environment which supports two distinct learning techniques,
mind-palace, and spaced-repetition, applied in the context of
learner-led paragogy. We demonstrate CloVR as a WebXR
based prototype built using A-Frame aimed at showcasing the
feasibility of low-cost equitable access implementations for VRbased applications. We conducted two studies which showed
that CloVR is liked as an application and it is likely to find use
if made available to learners. Overall, our results show that a
VR mediated environment combining the memory palace and
spaced repetition methods would be a viable, useful and
desirable learning tool.
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